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ABSTRACT 
 
Project Aequalis is a project which aims to raise awareness for the underprivileged in 

Singapore, such that elitist attitudes towards the underprivileged can be reduced to a 

minimum. The name of our project also highlights this, with Aequalis meaning 

equality in Latin. Our resource includes a website, which houses most research, and 

where all our other resources would be. The research includes facts and statistics on 

the current plight of the underprivileged in our society. This helps to let people realise 

that these problems are prevalent in our society. Our Instagram Page acts as a 

platform to raise public awareness of our cause, where our objectives are clearly 

emphasised in the posts. We also filmed skits and edited them ourselves, and the 

content of those skits are to show a day in the life of an underprivileged student, so 

that our target audience would better understand the plight of these people, because 

not only are our skits based on a true story, an underprivileged student would make 

it more relatable to our target audience--- Sec 3 HCI students. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Rationale 
 
Many documentaries and books have highlighted the pressing problem of inequality 

in our Singaporean society. Singapore may be portrayed as an affluent country, but 

in turn it is because of affluence that causes inequality. “Regardless of Class”, a 

documentary filmed by ChannelNewsAsia highlighted the invisible line that cuts 

through Singapore. An example was, numerous condominium security guards, 

admitted that they have been verbally abused because of their socio-economic 

status. This problem is a hurdle we need to jump over in order for Singapore to 

progress as one. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of Project Aequalis were to: 



● Allow others to be understanding towards the underprivileged	

● Reduce prejudices and stereotypes towards them to a minimum	

 

1.3 Target Audience 
The target audience was Secondary 3 HCI students. 

 

 

1.4 Resources 
The resources created for this project is a website comprising research of the 

problem of inequality, a clear overview of our project and houses our skits. 

Also, we have skits that are a 3-part story of the life of an underprivileged student, as 

well as an Instagram page to raise awareness.

  
Home page of our website 

  
Our Instagram Page 



 
 
Our 3 part series of our skit. 

 

 

 

2 REVIEW 
From the Oxfam index, Singapore was ranked 149 in 157 countries in its efforts to 

tackle inequality. Singapore is a bustling city that would become increasingly 

affluent, and if income disparity is a problem not addressed, an imaginary line would 

divide our nation due to inequality. Also, the film “Regardless of Class” by 

ChannelNewsAsia highlighted the disparity in income amongst Singaporeans, and 

discrimination of the underprivileged is a pertinent issue in our society. Hence, we 

believe we should raise awareness for this cause, and starting a small circle of 

influence such that at least the people around us would change their attitudes toward 

the underprivileged. 

 

3 METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Needs Analysis 
A needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the relevance of such a project. Firstly, 

questions that tested the respondents on their general knowledge of the inequality 

situation in Singapore. The vast majority were unable to pick the correct answer. The 



next question was a huge shock for Project Aequalis, because the respondents 

wrote their views on the underprivileged, and a few of them gave unkind and hurtful 

remarks, which means this is an aspect which we really need to address. Also, the 

majority of the respondents indicated that inequality in Singapore is mostly due to 

socio-economic status, which meant that our project is headed in the right direction. 

The following were the results: 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Survey Results 

 
According to The Borgen Project, 10-14% of Singaporeans face poverty. 



 
Mean responses were given 

 
Social status took up majority of votes. 



 
More than half of the respondents feel that not enough has been done to integrate 

the underprivileged into society. 

 

 

3.3 Development of Resources 
The website was created with the sole purpose of housing all information and 

content we created from other resources. Wix was the platform of choice, because of 

the amount of customisations available. It is able to create a website with attractive 

user interface. The research housed in our website is by searching up 

documentaries related to the subject of inequality, and read up some news articles 

on this topic. Thus, we felt the need to create such a resource package. 

Our video series were created based on a true story of an underprivileged student, 

with scenes in the video all based on the accounts of that student. The video series 

is a 3-part series, depicting the plight of an underprivileged student, and how he was 

able to bounce back despite the challenges. We filmed the video and edited the 

videos using Adobe Premiere Pro Software. 

Our Instagram Page, where we posted and uploaded stories on facts of the issue of 

inequality. The aim was to raise awareness for the cause, and more people would 

know about the worthy cause we were fighting for. 

 

 



 

3.4 Pilot Test (Before Mid-Term Evaluation) 
A pilot test was conducted in 3A3, to test a sample version of our resource. The 

website, our videos (2 parts then) and our Instagram page was tested by students of 

3A3. Most of the feedback mentioned that our project was headed toward the right 

direction, while some indicated some areas of improvement, which we had taken into 

account. The following were the results: 

 
81.3% of respondents agreed that the resources were appealing to them. 

 

 
The video resource appeared the most appealing to the respondents. 

 



 
Despite these responses which fits our objective of reducing elitist attitudes and 

discrimination, a problem was pointed out during Mid-Term judging that needed to be 

addressed. 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Pilot test (Before Final Evaluation) 
We decided to carry out an interactive activity, where our respondents would 

truthfully answer some questions about their life. Questions include “Do you have 

more than 5 pairs of wearable shoes?”. Then, respondents were presented with the 

harsh life of an underprivileged family using our resource package. After which, they 

had some reflections about this activity, and their responses indicated that they had 

many takeaways from our resource packages.  

 



 
Some of the responses include: 

“I think underprivileged students will have a harder time focusing on studies 

compared to me, as they might face many family and financial challenges, 

compared to me with everything being provided by my parents. Underprivileged 

students struggle to survive thus may devote much lesser time into studies, 

resulting in a vicious poverty cycle”  

 

“I did not realise how many problems they had to tackle. At first I thought that they 

were leading ‘ok’ lives due to government aid, however I learnt from the resource 
package that government aid alone is not enough to help the underprivileged.” 

 

“After the activity and the resource package, I felt that donations alone are not 
enough to support the needy. I feel that students like us can make a difference by 

being proactive in helping the underprivileged, such as doing voluntary work, 

where we can truly accept them into the society meant for everybody.” 

 

 

4 OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION 
Despite positive feedback from the respondents, Project Aequalis had to find a way 

to truly measure how much the respondents have learnt from the package, and to 

make sure that our respondents truly internalised the information. Hence, our second 

pilot test, conducted before Final Evaluation, included elements to measure how 

much they truly digested the information. We felt that the results that we received 

was positive that we were able to effectively raise awareness for the underprivileged 



 

 

5 CONCLUSION 
Project Aequalis had been a difficult and demanding project to complete because it 

tested the abilities of its group members to the limits. It includes the video editing 

skills of the members in Project Aequalis, as we are all amateurs. Embarking on this 

project really helped us improve many skills. We learned to cooperate with one 

another despite some minor conflicts that arose when we worked on this project. We 

also learnt the importance of responsibility, where only if everyone completed their 

task, we were able to present something that we are proud of. It was truly a Project 

that allowed us to grow as a team. 
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